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A B S T R A C T

Machine learning (ML) is continuously unleashing its power in a wide range of applications. It has been pushed
to the forefront in recent years partly owing to the advent of big data. ML algorithms have never been better
promised while challenged by big data. Big data enables ML algorithms to uncover more fine-grained patterns
and make more timely and accurate predictions than ever before; on the other hand, it presents major
challenges to ML such as model scalability and distributed computing. In this paper, we introduce a framework
of ML on big data (MLBiD) to guide the discussion of its opportunities and challenges. The framework is
centered on ML which follows the phases of preprocessing, learning, and evaluation. In addition, the framework
is also comprised of four other components, namely big data, user, domain, and system. The phases of ML and
the components of MLBiD provide directions for identification of associated opportunities and challenges and
open up future work in many unexplored or under explored research areas.

1. Introduction

Machine learning (ML) techniques have generated huge societal
impacts in a wide range of applications such as computer vision, speech
processing, natural language understanding, neuroscience, health, and
Internet of Things. The advent of big data era has spurred broad
interests in ML. ML algorithms have never been better promised and
also challenged by big data in gaining new insights into various
business applications and human behaviors. On the one hand, big data
provides unprecedentedly rich information for ML algorithms to
extract underlying patterns and to build predictive models; on the
other hand, traditional ML algorithms face critical challenges such as
scalability to truly unleash the hidden value of big data. With an ever-
expanding universe of big data, ML has to grow and advance in order to
transform big data into actionable intelligence.

ML addresses the question of how to build a computer system that
improves automatically through experience [1]. A ML problem is
referred to as the problem of learning from experience with respect
to some tasks and performance measures. ML techniques enable users
to uncover underlying structure and make predictions from large
datasets. ML thrives on efficient learning techniques (algorithms), rich
and/or large data, and powerful computing environments. Thus, ML
has great potential for and is an essential part of big data analytics [2].

This paper focuses on ML techniques in the context of big data and
modern computing environments. Specifically, we aim to investigate
opportunities and challenges of ML on big data. Big data presents new

opportunities for ML. For instance, big data enables pattern learning at
multi-granularity and diversity, from multiple views in an inherently
parallel fashion. In addition, big data provides opportunities to make
causality inference based on chains of sequence. Nevertheless, big data
also introduces major challenges to ML such as high data dimension-
ality, model scalability, distributed computing, streaming data [3],
adaptability, and usability. In this paper, we introduce a framework of
ML on big data (MLBiD) to guide the discussion of its opportunities
and challenges. The framework is centered on ML which follows the
phases of preprocessing, learning, and evaluation. In addition, the
framework is also comprised of four other components that both
influence and are influenced by ML, namely big data, user, domain,
and system. The components of MLBiD and the phases of ML provide
directions for identification of opportunities and challenges and open
up future work in many unexplored or under explored research areas.

2. A framework of machine learning on big data

The framework of ML on big data (MLBiD) is shown in Fig. 1.
MLBiD is centered on the machine learning (ML) component, which
interacts with four other components, including big data, user,
domain, and system. The interactions go in both directions. For
instance, big data serves as inputs to ML and the latter generates
outputs, which in turn become a part of big data; user may interact
with ML by providing domain knowledge, personal preferences and
usability feedback, and by leveraging learning outcomes to improve
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decision making; domain can serve both as a source of knowledge to
guide ML and as the context of applying learned models; system
architecture has impact on how learning algorithms should run and
how efficient it is to run them, and simultaneously meeting ML needs
may lead to a co-design of system architecture. Next, we introduce each
component of MLBiD separately.

2.1. Machine learning

ML typically goes through data preprocessing, learning, and
evaluation phases (see Fig. 1). Data preprocessing helps prepare raw
data into the “right form” for subsequent learning steps. The raw data
is likely to be unstructured, noisy, incomplete, and inconsistent. The
preprocessing step transforms such data into a form that can be used as
inputs to learning through data cleaning, extraction, transformation,
and fusion. The learning phase chooses learning algorithms and tunes
model parameters to generate desired outputs using the preprocessed
input data. Some learning methods, particularly representational
learning, can also be used for data preprocessing. The evaluation
follows to determine the performance of the learned models. For
instance, performance evaluation of a classifier involves dataset selec-
tion, performance measuring, error-estimation, and statistical tests [4].
The evaluation results may lead to adjusting the parameters of chosen
learning algorithms and/or selecting different algorithms.

ML can be characterized in multiple dimensions: nature of learning
feedback, target of learning tasks, and timing of data availability.
Accordingly, we propose a multi-dimensional taxonomy of ML, as
shown in Fig. 2.

• Based on the nature of the feedback available to a learning system,
ML can be classified into three main types: supervised learning,
unsupervised learning, and reinforcement learning [5]. In super-
vised learning, a learning system is presented with examples of
input-output pairs, and the goal is to learn a function that maps
inputs to outputs. In unsupervised learning, the system is not
provided with explicit feedback or desired output, and the goal is
to uncover patterns in the input. As in unsupervised learning, a
reinforcement learning system is not presented with input-output
pairs. Like supervised learning, the reinforcement learning is given
feedback on its previous experiences. Unlike supervised learning,
however, the feedback in reinforcement learning is rewards or
punishments associated with actions instead of desired output or
explicit correction of sub-optimal actions. Semi-supervised learning
falls between supervised and unsupervised learning, where the
system is presented with both a small number of input-output pairs
and a large number of un-annotated inputs. The goal of semi-
supervised learning is similar to supervised one except that it learns
from both annotated and un-annotated data.

• Based on whether the target of learning is specific tasks using input
features or the features themselves, ML can be categorized into
representational learning and task learning. Representational learn-
ing aims to learn new representations of data that make it easier to
extract useful information when building classifiers or other pre-
dictors [6]. A good representation is one that disentangles the
underlying factors of variation. It is often one that captures the
posterior distribution of underlying exploratory factors for the
observed output in case of probabilistic models [6].
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Fig. 1. A framework of machine learning on big data (MLBiD).
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Representation learning is often entangled with density estimation
and dimensionality reduction. Density estimation finds the under-
lying probability density function of a random variable.
Dimensionality reduction maps inputs from a high-dimensional
space to a space of lower-dimensionality. It is often difficult to
establish a clear objective or target in representation learning. In
contrast, task learning typically has desired outputs, and accordingly
is categorized into classification, regression, and clustering. In
classification, ML techniques produce a model that assigns unseen
inputs to one or more pre-defined classes. Regression differs from
classification in that its outputs are continuous rather than discrete
values. Clustering produces groups of data, and these groups are not
known in advance, which distinguishes itself from classification.
Traditionally, classification and regression are referred to as super-
vised learning, and clustering as unsupervised learning. Their
representative algorithms are also shown in Fig. 2.

• Based on the timing of making training data available (e.g., whether
the training data are available all at once or one at a time), ML can
be classified into batch learning and online learning. Batch learning
generates models by learning on the entire training data, whereas
online learning updates models based on each new input. A batch
learning algorithm assumes that data are independent and identi-
cally distributed or drawn from the same probability distribution,
which is usually not satisfied by real data. Online learning typically
makes no statistical assumptions about the data [7]. Although a
batch learning algorithm is expected to generalize, there is no notion
of generalization for online learning because the algorithm is only
expected to accurately predict the labels of examples that it receives
as input [7]. Online learning is used when it is computationally
infeasible to train over the entire dataset and/or when the data is
being generated over time and a learning system needs to adapt to
new patterns in the data.

Each ML algorithm can be categorized in multiple dimensions. For
instance, conventional decision trees belong to supervised batch
learning algorithms.

2.2. Big data

Big data has been characterized by five dimensions: volume
(quantity/amount of data), velocity (speed of data generation), variety
(type, nature, and format of data), veracity (trustworthiness/quality of
captured data), and value (insights and impact). We organized the five
dimensions into a stack, consisting of big, data, and value layers
starting from the bottom (see Fig. 3). The big layer is the most
fundamental and the data layer is central to big data, and the value
aspect characterizes impact of big data real world applications. The
lower layer (e.g., volume and velocity) depends more heavily on
technological advances, and higher layer (e.g., value) is more oriented
toward applications that harness the strategic power of big data. In
order to realize the value of big data analytics and to process big data
efficiently, existing ML paradigms and algorithms need to be adapted.

2.3. Other Components

2.3.1. Users
There are a variety of stakeholders of ML systems such as domain

experts, end-users, and ML researchers and practitioners.
Traditionally, it is the ML practitioners who make most decisions in
applying ML, starting from data collection all the way to performance
evaluation. End-user involvement during this process has been limited
to providing data labels, answering domain-related questions, or giving
feedback about the learned results, which is typically mediated by the
practitioners, leading to lengthy and asynchronous iterations [8].
However, end-users are inclined to provide more than just data labels.
They value transparency in the design of a learning system, which in
turn helps them understand the system and provide better labels/
feedback. Involving users in ML can potentially lead to more effective
learning systems and better user experiences [8]. For instance, inter-
active ML [8] allows users to interactively examine the impact of their
actions and adapt subsequent inputs to steer ML behaviors to obtain
desired outputs.

2.3.2. Domain
Domain knowledge facilitates ML in discovering interesting pat-

terns that may not be discoverable from datasets alone. Training
datasets may not be sufficiently large and/or representative to enable
the discovery of all patterns. It is also costly and even infeasible to
obtain sufficient and representative data, possibly due to great domain
variation and application-specific requirements. Domain knowledge
can help improve the generality and robustness of patterns induced
from datasets [9]. There are several ways to incorporate prior domain
knowledge into inductive ML [10]: (1) preparing training examples; (2)
generating hypotheses or hypothesis space; (3) modifying the search
objective; and (4) augmenting the search. These learned patterns can in
turn be used to update and refine the domain knowledge.

2.3.3. System
System architecture or platform, which consists of both software

and hardware, creates an environment in which ML algorithms can
run. For instance, compared with their simpler counterparts, a multi-
core machine with distributed architecture is expected to improve the
efficiency of ML. New framework and system architecture such as
Hadoop/Spark have been proposed to address the challenges of big
data. Nevertheless, migrating existing ML algorithms to distributed
architecture requires modifications to how ML algorithms are imple-
mented and deployed. In addition, the unique needs and values of ML
may inspire the design and development of new system architecture.

Based on the MLBiD framework, we identify important opportu-
nities and key challenges. We discuss them for each of the three phases
in ML− preprocessing, learning, and evaluation, separately.

3. Data preprocessing opportunities and challenges

Much of the actual effort in deploying an ML system goes into the
design of preprocessing pipelines and data transformations that result
in a representation of data that can support effective ML [6]. Data
preprocessing aims to address a number of issues such as data
redundancy, inconsistency, noise, heterogeneity, transformation, label-
ing (for (semi-)supervised ML), data imbalance and feature represen-
tation/selection. Data preparation and preprocessing is usually costly,
due to the requirement of human labor and a large number of options
to choose from. Additionally, some conventional data assumptions do
not hold for big data, consequently some preprocessing methods
become infeasible. On the other hand, big data creates the opportunity
of reducing the reliance on human supervision by learning from
massive, diverse, and streaming data sources directly.
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Fig. 3. Big data stack.
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3.1. Data redundancy

Duplication arises when two or more data samples represent the
same entity. The impact of data duplication or inconsistency on ML can
be severe. Despite a range of techniques for identifying duplicates
developed in the past 20 years [11], traditional methods such as
pairwise similarity comparison is no longer feasible for big data. In
addition, the traditional assumption that duplicated pairs are minority
compared with non-duplicated pairs no longer holds. To this end,
Dynamic Time Warping can be much faster than the state-of-the-art
Euclidean distance algorithms [12].

3.2. Data noise

Missing and incorrect values, data sparsity, and outliers can
introduce noise to ML. Traditional solutions to noisy data problem
face challenges in dealing with big data. For instance, manual methods
are no longer feasible due to its lack of scalability; replacement by
mean would lose the advantages of the richness and fine granularity of
big data. In some cases, interesting patterns may lie in these noisy data,
so simple deletion may not be a wise alternative. Accurate predictive
analytics of big data can be used to estimate missing values, such as
replacing incorrect readings due to malfunctioned sensors or broken
communication channels. To address considerable bias that may be
introduced into predictions by collective influence methods, maximum
entropy constraint has been imposed on the inference step, forcing the
predictions to have the same distribution as observed labels [13].
Despite that data sparsity may remain and even be aggravated by big
data, the sheer size of big data creates unique opportunities to enable
predictive analytics because there could be sufficient frequency accu-
mulated for different sub-samples. There have been efforts to scale up
outlier detection (e.g., ONION [14]) to enable analysts to effectively
explore anomalies in large datasets [14].

3.3. Data heterogeneity

Big data promise to offer multi-view data from different types of
repositories, in disparate formats, and from different samples of the
population and thus are highly heterogeneous. These multi-view
heterogeneous data (e.g., unstructured text, audio, and video formats
[15]) might have varying level of importance for a learning task. Thus,
concatenating all the features by treating them equally important will
unlikely lead to optimal learning outcomes. Big data present an
opportunity for learning from multiple views in parallel and then
ensembling multiple results by learning the importance of feature
views to the task. The method is expected to be robust to data outliers
and can address optimization difficulty and convergence issues [16].

3.4. Data discretization

Some ML algorithms such as decision trees and Naïve Bayes can
only deal with discrete attributes. Discretization translates quantitative
data into qualitative data, procuring a non-overlapping division of a
continuous domain. The purpose of attribute discretization is to find
concise data representations as categories, which are adequate for the
learning task to retain as much information in the original continuous
attribute as possible. However, when coping with big data, most of
existing discretization approaches will not be efficient. To address the
big data challenges, standard discretization methods have been paral-
lelized by developing a distributed version of the entropy minimization
discretizer based on Minimum Description Length Principle in big data
platforms, boosting both performance and accuracy [17]. In another
study [18], the data is first sorted based on the value of a numerical
attribute, and then split into fragments of the original class attribute.
These fragments, which are summarized by the percentage composi-
tion of different classes, are viewed as super instances and the target of

discretization.

3.5. Data labeling

Traditional data annotation methods are labor-intensive. Several
alternative methods have been suggested to address the challenge of
big data. For instance, online crowd-generated repositories can serve as
a source for free annotated training data, which can capture a large
variety in terms of both class number and intra-class diversity [19]. In
addition, human-level concept learning can be achieved through
probabilistic program induction [20]. Furthermore, the ability of
labeling data is built into ML algorithms such as semi-supervised
learning, transfer learning, and active learning (e.g., [21,22]). By using
active learning as the optimization strategy for labeling tasks in crowd-
sourced databases, one can minimize the number of questions asked to
the crowd, allowing crowd-sourced applications to scale. However,
designing active learning algorithms for a crowd-sourced dataset poses
many practical challenges, such as generality, scalability, and ease of
use [23]. Another issue is that such a dataset may not cover all user-
specific contexts, which may often result in significantly worse perfor-
mance than that of user-centric training [19].

3.6. Imbalanced data

The problem of imbalanced data has been addressed by traditional
stratified random sampling methods. However, the process can be very
time-consuming if it involves iterations of sub-sample generation and
error metrics calculation. In addition, traditional sampling methods
cannot efficiently support data sampling over a user-specified subset of
data that includes value-based sampling. Big data necessitates parallel
data sampling. For instance, a parallel sampling framework has been
proposed to generate sample dataset out of the original dataset based
on multiple distributed index files [24]. The parallel level can be
selected based on the dataset size and the available processes.

3.7. Feature representation and selection

The performance of ML is heavily dependent upon the choice of
data representation or features [6]. A ML algorithm's generalizability
depends on the dataset, which also indirectly depends on the features
that represent a salient structure of the dataset. Feature selection helps
enhance the performance of ML by identifying prominent features. It
essentially selects different subsets of features and data, and aggregates
them at different levels of granularity, which contributes to reducing
the amount of big data. However, feature engineering requires prior
domain knowledge and human ingenuity and is often labor-intensive
[6]. To address the weakness of current feature engineering algorithms
when dealing with big data, various solutions have been proposed, such
as distributed feature selection [25]; a low-rank matrix approximation
(e.g., standard Nyström method [26]); representation learning to make
learning algorithms less dependent on feature engineering by learning
a generic prior [6]; adaptive feature scaling scheme for ultra high-
dimensional feature selection, which iteratively activates a group of
features and solves a sequence of multiple kernel learning sub-
problems [27]; a unified framework for feature selection based on
spectral graph theory, which is able to generate families of algorithms
for both supervised and unsupervised feature selection [28]; fuzzy
clustering prior to classification, where classification is realized with
the center of groups, followed by de-clustering and classification via
reduced data [29]; and reducing the size of data dimensions and
volumes (e.g., Random Forest-Forward Selection Ranking and Random
Forest-Backward Elimination Ranking [30], and linguistic hedges
neuro-fuzzy classifier with selected features [31]). Recently, deep
neural network-based autoencoding has proven to be very effective in
learning video, audio and textual features [32,33].
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4. Learning opportunities and challenges

Developing scalable ML algorithms that is capable to handle large
datasets has been a long-standing research theme in the ML commu-
nity prior to the advent of “big data” era. To better organize the
discussion of opportunities and challenges, we propose a taxonomy of
methods/platforms for ML on big data, as shown in Table 1.

In the taxonomy, we first categorize studies based on whether any
parallelism is considered in their algorithms/platforms. Methods in the
non-parallelism category aim to have much faster optimization meth-
ods that can deal with big data without any parallelism. Traditionally,
ML scalability was mainly focus on developing novel algorithms that
can run much more efficiently (e.g., with significantly better time
complexity and/or space complexity). For instance, stochastic gradient
descent, is a classic example of a scalable ML algorithm that in
principle can process massive datasets without the requirement of
huge memory [34]. There is also a tradeoff between scalability and
convexity, a desirable algorithm property that is amenable to theore-
tical analysis [34]. It has shown that trading convexity can provide
scalability advantages in SVM inference. Similarly, it has been argued
[35] that deep architectures such as multi-layer neural network with
several hidden layers are more efficient and thus more scalable in
representing typical learning tasks such as prediction, visual perception
and language understanding than shallow architectures exemplified by
modern kernel machines such as SVMs.

The parallelism category reflects the majority of state-of-the-art
scalable ML methods. To deal with emerging big data characterized by
huge feature dimensions and sample size, methods in this category
exploit data geometry in the input and/or algorithm/model space [30].
Specifically, we further classify parallelism methods that make ML
algorithms more scalable into two sub-categories: (1) data parallelism:
leveraging existing big data architecture, partitioning input data
vertically, horizontally, or even arbitrarily into manageable pieces,
and then computing on all subsets simultaneously, and (2) model/
parameter parallelism: creating parallelized versions of learning algo-
rithms by first dividing the learning model/parameters and then
computing on each structural block concurrently. We note that some
efforts such as [36–39] support both data parallelism and model/
parameter parallelism. Some other efforts such as [40] support more
than one type of parallelism techniques. In the following, we discuss
each type of the methods and key opportunities and challenges in big
data learning.

4.1. Non-parallelism

Optimization lies at the heart of most ML approaches. Traditional
optimization methods are categorized into combinatorial optimization

(greedy search, beam search, branch-and-bound) and continuous
optimization [57]. The latter is further grouped into unconstrained
(e.g., gradient descent, conjugate gradient, quasi-Newton methods)
and constrained optimization (e.g., linear programming, quadratic
programming). Constrained optimization is often costly especially
when the training dataset is large. One possible solution is to compute
an approximate optimum. The state-of-the-art large-scale optimization
algorithms use various stochastic gradient descent, stochastic coordi-
nate descent and distributed optimization, and particularly randomized
approximation algorithms, to learn from large-scale data [41].
Nevertheless, stochastic gradient descent methods are difficult to tune
and parallelize [58] and unlikely to have amazing performance for
large-scale problems.

Parameter optimization is computationally challenging for learning
methods with many hyperparameters. For large scale learning pro-
blems, it is desirable to obtain the optimal model parameters by going
through the data in only one pass [42]. To this end, second order
stochastic gradient and averaged stochastic gradient are asymptotically
efficient after a single pass on the training set [43]. In addition, pushing
analytical functions (mapping models) into big data architecture is
another alternative to making parameter optimization feasible on a
massive scale [59]. There have been studies on how to parallelize
constrained optimization methods used in many learning algorithms
such as SVMs, nonnegative least square problems, and L1 regularized
regression (LASSO) problems [29]. By converting these learning
problems into a series of matrix-vector multiplication operations,
parallelization can be implemented straightforwardly using
MapReduce or GPU parallelization programming models.
Furthermore, the use of limited memory BFGS and conjugate gradient
with line search can significantly simplify and speed up the process of
unsupervised feature learning and pretraining deep algorithms using
stochastic gradient descent methods, particularly when considering
sparsity regularization and GPUs or computer clusters [58].

4.2. Data parallelism

Existing ML models could utilize big data techniques to achieve
scalability. Such efforts can be classified into two categories. One is to
provide a general middleware layer that re-implements existing learn-
ing tasks so they can run on a big data platform such as Hadoop and
Spark. Such a middleware layer often provides general primitives/
operations that are useful for many learning tasks. This approach is
suitable for users who want to try different learning tasks/algorithms
within the same framework. The other category is to transform
individual learning algorithms to run on a big data platform. These
implementations are normally built directly on top of a big data engine
and could achieve better scalability or result.

4.2.1. General big data middleware for existing learning algorithms
Spark MLlib [47] and Mahout [48] are two representative open-

source projects/packages that support many scalable learning algo-
rithms. Many common learning algorithms, including classification,
regression, clustering, collaborative filtering and dimensionality reduc-
tion, are supported by both Spark MLlib and Mahout. Because they
provide an independent layer that separates front-end algorithms from
a back-end execution engine, it is easy to switch from one big data
engine to another. For instance, Mahout supports Hadoop, Spark and
H2O as its big data engines. Further, although these algorithms can be
used to process large datasets in a distributed environment, their usage
is very similar to those that run on a single machine with a small
dataset. In addition, this independent layer enables optimization
between logic plans from users and physical plans that can be executed
in a distributed environment. There are also projects for large-scale
stream data learning, such as SAMOA [71]. Yet they are still at an early
stage.

Table 1
A taxonomy of methods/platforms for machine learning on big data.

Parallelism Target Techniques Sample Studies*

Non-parallel Optimization [41,42] [43]

Parallel data MapReduce BN [44,45], DT [38], TM [46],
GP [47,48] [49] [50] [51]

DistributedGraph GA [52]
Others SVM [37], NN [53], GP

[36,39]

model/
parameter

Multi-threading SVM [37]
MPI/OpenMP NN [40], TM [46]
GPU NN [40,53,54]
Others SVM [55], NN [56], GP

[36,39]

* BN Bayesian network learning, DT decision tree, TM topic modeling, GP generic
platform, SVM support vector machine, NN neural network
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4.2.2. Efforts on specific algorithms with parallel data
Although the above middleware supports many common learning

algorithms for big data, there are still both practical needs and research
interests to extend individual ML algorithms to support big data,
especially for less widely-used or new algorithms. Many ML algorithms
can be implemented by MapReduce, including linear regression, k-
means, logistic regression, Naive Bayes, SVM, ICA, PCA, EM, Neural
network, etc. [49]. Simple multiplicative algorithms can be used to
straightforwardly implement ML algorithms such as SVMs and non-
negative least square problems in parallel computational environments
using MapReduce [60]. MapReduce has also been used to achieve
parallel spatial data co-location mining [61], nearest neighbor classi-
fication [62], and Bayesian Network learning [44,45]. Many of these
new directions utilize increasingly complex ML workflows/pipelines
which require systems to use a combination of state-of-the art tools and
techniques [63].

4.3. Models/parameter parallelism

A host of efforts have been put on how to parallelize ML algorithms
(e.g., [64]) or seek performance guarantees on various parallelized
algorithms (e.g., [65]). These efforts are warranted because many ML
algorithms are at best trivially parallel [66–68]. In addition, big data
ML is not simply a scaled-up version of small data ML. It requires
different formulations and novel algorithms to address its associated
technical challenges. Parallelization of learning algorithms has roots in
distributed ML and large-scaled ML. Thus, we discuss opportunities
and challenges of ML on big data from the following perspectives:
distributed ML, parallelization in several primary ML paradigms, and
deep learning.

4.3.1. Distributed machine learning
Distributed ML can naturally solve the algorithm complexity and

memory limitation problem in large-scale ML [69]. To address the
inability of ML algorithms to use all the data to learn within a
reasonable amount of time, distributed ML scales up learning algo-
rithms by allocating the learning process on multiple computers or
processors [69], and solving a distributed optimization problem [70].
Distributed ML can achieve not only efficiency by parallel data loading
but also fault tolerance by replicating data across machines. Moreover,
using different learning processes to train several classifiers from
distributed data sets increases the possibility of achieving higher
accuracy especially on a large domain [69]. Another advantage of
distributed algorithms is that they can be integrated with other parts of
data management (e.g., [71]). However, designing and implementing
efficient and provably correct parallel algorithms is extremely challen-
ging [52]. Additionally, traditional parallel ML algorithms distribute
computation to nodes, which works well in dedicated parallel machines
with fast communication among nodes but not so well when data are
transferred across networks, which leads to high communication cost
due to network latencies. Thus, accessing data from local disks is highly
preferred. But most ML algorithms are not designed to achieve good
data locality. Further, the communication delays between different
machines may cause problems in convergence even though a non-
distributed algorithm shows a good convergence rate [70].

GraphLab is a parallel framework for ML which exploits the sparse
structure and common computational patterns of ML algorithms [52].
It enables ML experts to easily design and implement efficient scalable
parallel algorithms by composing problem-specific computation, data-
dependencies, and scheduling, in a shared-memory multiprocessor
setting. For example, bagging trains several subsets and assembles the
results of several linear classifications. Nevertheless, scaling up en-
semble ML techniques to large and distributed data remains a research
challenge. Adaboosting of Extreme Learning Machine has been ex-
plored by leveraging the power of MapReduce to build a reliable
predictive bag of classification models [72]. These models can produce

good generalization performance and efficiency. A weight based
ensemble algorithm is proposed to learn a Bayesian Network structure
from an ensemble of local results, which also employs Kepler scientific
workflow to build the whole learning process [44].

4.3.2. Parallelization of traditional ML algorithms
Here we discuss the parallelization of several traditional supervised

ML algorithms, including SVM with Gaussian and polynomial kernels,
Bayesian networks, and decision trees.

Support vector machines (SVMs) have been promising classification
methods due to their solid mathematical foundations, which exhibit
two prominent properties: margin maximization and nonlinear classi-
fication using kernels. However, kernel-based SVM algorithms suffer
from a scalability problem as they require computing a kernel matrix
with O(N2) time and space complexity [73]. SVM was recently adapted
to the field of high performance computing through power/perfor-
mance prediction, auto-tuning, and runtime scheduling [37]. Parallel
SVMs has become one of the best out-of-the-box classification methods
[74]. The key idea is to introduce a parallel optimization step to quickly
remove most of nonsupport vectors, where block diagonal matrices are
used to approximate the original kernel matrix so that the original
problem can be split into hundreds of subproblems which can be solved
more efficiently. In addition, some effective strategies such as kernel
caching and efficient computation of kernel matrix are integrated to
speed up the training process [55], and to substantially reduce
computation and memory overhead required to compute the kernel
matrix, without significantly impacting results accuracy [73].

Bayesian networks are a powerful probabilistic representation
(Graphical models). There have been substantial recent developments
on adaptive, flexible and scalable Bayesian learning. Big Bayesian
learning includes nonparametric Bayesian methods for adaptively
inferring model complexity, regularized Bayesian inference for improv-
ing the flexibility via posterior regularization, and scalable algorithms
and systems based on stochastic subsampling and distributed comput-
ing for dealing with large-scale applications [75].

Decision trees have been known for superior interpretability of their
learning results. Random forest has demonstrated its effectiveness for
predictive analytics on high-dimensional data in various applications
(e.g., [76]). Moreover, parallel learning of tree ensembles using
MapReduce on computer clusters has been used to construct scalable
classification and regression trees [38].

4.3.3. Deep learning
Recently, deep neural network-based learning becomes one of the

fastest growing and most exciting areas of ML with big data. Neural
networks are a family of models inspired by biological neural networks
that consist of interconnected neurons whose connections can be tuned
and adapted to inputs. Deep neural networks can be simply viewed as
neural networks with many large hidden layers, or deep-layered
architecture with each layer applying a nonlinear transformation from
its input to its output. Recently, big data and novel techniques to train
deeper networks, along with the availability of more powerful compu-
ters (e.g., faster CPUs and the advent of general purpose GPUs), faster
network connectivity, and better software infrastructure have created
great opportunities for deep learning research. For example, various
deep learning software and libraries including Theano [53], Caffe [54],
Torch7 [40], Tensorflow [36], are created to empower innovative GPU-
accelerated deep learning applications. Among them, Theano was
originally developed as a symbolic math processor for symbolic
differentiation or integration, on complicated non-linear functions. It
has later been widely adopted by neural network and ML researchers as
a useful environment for developing new ML algorithms. The Caffe
framework includes a large repository of pre-trained neural network
models suitable for a variety of image classification tasks. Moreover,
Google's Tensorflow is an open source software library for numerical
computation using data flow graphs. With Tensorflow, computation
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can be deployed to one or more CPUs or GPUs efficiently. In the past
few years, deep learning has witnessed tremendous growth in a wide
range of applications, including image processing and computer vision
[77–81], speech and natural language processing [82,83], health [84],
and so on.

Typically, deep neural networks can be trained in two different
modes (1) supervised training in which a large number of task-related
labeled ground truth data is available (2) self-taught learning (some-
times also called unsupervised learning) in which training data can be
automatically generated from unlabeled data without much human
effort [85]. For example, ImageNet [79] is an image dataset with over
14 million images labeled with over 20 thousand concepts. Images of
each concept are quality-controlled and human-annotated. This labeled
dataset is frequently used in training many of the state-of-the-art image
recognition systems that employ deep learning [77]. As of 2015, a
rough rule of thumb is that a supervised deep learning algorithm will
generally achieve acceptable performance with around 5000 labeled
examples per category, and will match or exceed human performance
when trained with a dataset containing at least 10 M labeled examples
[86].

Deep learning algorithms can also take advantage of a huge amount
of unsupervised data to automatically learn complex representation
[3]. The best results obtained on supervised learning tasks often
involve an unsupervised feature learning step [87]. For example, in
Natural Language Processing (NLP), unsupervised learning of word
embeddings [88] has proven to be very effective in many NLP tasks.
Although no annotated data are required to train a model, the system
automatically learns a neural network model that is capable of deriving
a vector representation of a word based on how well it can correctly
predict the neighboring words in its context. In image processing, an
autoencoder consisting of an encoder and a decoder is often used for
unsupervised feature learning where the encoder uses raw data (e.g.,
image) as input and produces feature or representation as output, and
the decoder uses the extracted feature from the encoder as input and
reconstructs the original raw input data as output. The goal is to
automatically learn an image representation to minimize the differ-
ences between the raw and the reconstructed image.

Deep neural networks displace kernel machines with manually
designed features in part because the time and memory cost of training
a kernel machine is quadratic in the size of a dataset, and datasets have
grown to be large enough for this cost to outweigh the benefits of
convex optimization. On the other hand, the availability of labeled data
varies greatly from one domain to another. Thus, one key challenge of
applying deep learning is to generalize well from smaller datasets by
taking advantage of large quantities of unlabeled data, with unsuper-
vised or semi-supervised learning techniques.

4.4. Hybrid approaches

Hybrid approaches combine model and data parallelism by parti-
tioning both data and model variables simultaneously. This not only
leads to faster learning on distributed clusters, but also enables ML
applications to work efficiently when both data and model are too large
to fit in the memory of a single machine [46]. For example, DistBelief is
a software framework designed for distributed training and learning of
deep networks with very large models (e.g., a few billion parameters)
and very large data sets. It leverages large clusters of machines to
manage both data and model parallelism via multithreading, message
passing, synchronization as well as communication between machines
[56]. SystemML aims at declarative, large-scale ML on top of
MapReduce, in which ML algorithms are expressed as higher-level
language scripts. This higher-level language exposes several constructs
that constitute key building blocks for a broad class of supervised and
unsupervised ML algorithms. The algorithms expressed in SystemML
are compiled and optimized into a set of MapReduce jobs that can run
on a cluster of machines [50]. One key challenge is how to efficiently

combine both types of parallelism for arbitrary ML scripts and work-
loads.

4.5. Key opportunities and challenges

In addition to detailed discussion of opportunities and challenges
that big data present to ML throughout this section, here we highlight a
few key opportunities and challenges.

ML on big data requires a new way of thinking and novel algorithms
to address many technical challenges [89]. Big data is one of the key
enablers of deep learning, which has improved the state-of-the-art
performance in various applications. Deep learning can typically
recognize at least 1000 different categories, which is at least 2 orders
of magnitude higher than the typical number of categories handled by a
traditional neural network [86]. In addition, big data enables learning
at multi-granularity. Furthermore, big data provides opportunities to
make causality inference based on chains of sequence, to enable
effective decision support.

The need of ML on big data presents unique opportunities for co-
design of system and ML. ML can affect how systems are designed.
Since many ML programs are fundamentally optimization-centric and
admit error-tolerant, iterative-convergent algorithmic solutions, an
integrative system design may consider issues such as bounded-error
network synchronization and dynamic scheduling based on ML pro-
gram structure [39]. Hardware accelerations, including a new super-
computer, are under development that only target ML tasks [90,91].

Learning on big data promises a great opportunity for research on
workflow management and task scheduling. This is because one key
issue in ML on big data is how to divide/schedule the task/data and
then integrate multiple predictions. Database query optimization
techniques can be utilized to identify effective execution plans, and
the resulting runtime plans can be executed on a single unified data-
parallel query processing engine [51,92]. A slowdown predictor can be
embedded in the map-reduce infrastructure to improve the agility and
timeliness of scheduling decisions [93]. The latest Spark MLlib can
assemble a sequence of algorithms into a single pipeline, or workflow.
It supports scalable execution and automatic parameter tuning for all
algorithms within the pipeline.

ML on big data presents an unprecedented opportunity for learning
with humans in the loop for several reasons. First, ML on big data
requires people with background in both ML algorithms and paralle-
lization techniques, which is very challenging for most users. Thus,
there is an increasing attention to the design of ML systems that are
easy to understand and easy to use. Second, solely relying on ML
algorithms may not bring out the full potential of big data because the
algorithms may discover many spurious relationships. Thus, it would
be particularly beneficial for ML algorithms to leverage the comple-
mentary strengths of human knowledge/expertise. Third, in traditional
ML, users often play a passive role (as consumers of ML results). To
engage users and help them gain insight into big data, we need to move
more toward interactive ML and away from batch ML. Effective
interactive ML relies on the design of novel interaction techniques
based on an understanding of end-user capabilities, behaviors, and
needs [8]. By learning interactively from end-users, ML systems can
reduce the need for supervision by experts and empower end-users to
create big data ML systems to meet their own needs.

ML on big data also highlights the importance of privacy-preserving
ML. Big data may be highly personal [1]. For instance, healthcare data
may be collected from multiple organizations that have different
privacy policies, and may not explicitly share their data publicly.
Since joint ML may sometimes becomes necessary, how to share big
data among distributed ML entities while mitigating privacy concerns
becomes a challenging problem. For instance, privacy-preservation ML
has been achieved by employing the data locality property of Hadoop
architecture and only a limited number of cryptographic operations at
the Reduce steps are needed [94]. A privacy-preserving solution for
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SVM classification has also been proposed [95].
Big data enhances the real-world impact of ML. The applications in

which ML has created real world impact range from science (e.g.,
physical design, biological science, earthquake prediction) to business
(e.g., financial systems, post-approval drug monitoring, self-driving
cars), and from public platforms (e.g., social media) to organizational
realms (e.g., intrusion networks, healthcare systems).

Among the existing challenges for ML on big data, one key issue is
to improve the efficiency for iterations. Existing parallel frameworks
are not particularly designed for ML algorithms. Usually big data tools
perform computation in batch-mode and are not optimized for tasks
with iterative processing and high data dependency among operations
(e.g., due to heavy disk I/O). Iterative subtasks (i.e., processing steps
which are executed repetitively until a convergence condition is met)
dominate both categories of algorithms. Optimizing cluster resource
allocations among multiple workloads of iterative algorithms often
require an estimation of their runtime, which in turn requires: (a)
predicting the number of iterations and (b) predicting the processing
time of each iteration [96]. The Hadoop infrastructure can both avoid
extremely slow, or straggler tasks and handle them at runtime (through
speculative execution). Spark [92] supports not only MapReduce and
fault tolerance but also cache data in memory between iterations. On a
related note, methods have been developed to improve computational
efficiency on big data without sacrificing ML performance, which hold
only small pieces of the data rather than all data in fast memory, and
build a predictor on each small piece and then combine these
predictors together [97]. In addition, graph-based architectures and
in-memory big data tools have been developed to minimize the I/O cost
and optimize iterative processing [98].

Another challenge is to minimize the feedback/communication
from/with classifiers. The problem of learning the optimal classifier
chain at run-time has been modeled as a multi-player multi-armed
bandit problem with limited feedback [99]. It does not require
distributed local classifiers to exchange any information except limited
feedback on mining performance to enable the learning of an optimal
classifier chain [99].

A third challenge is to address the velocity aspect of big data in ML.
Current (de-facto standard) solutions for big data analysis are not
designed to deal with evolving streams [100]. A ML system must be
able to cope with the influx of changing data in a continual manner.
Lifelong Machine Learning is in contrast with the traditional one-shot
learning [101]. To this end, online learning has been exploited to make
kernel methods efficient and scalable for large-scale learning applica-
tions. For instance, two different online kernel ML algorithms − Fourier
Online Gradient Descent and Nystrom Online Gradient Descent algo-
rithms have been explored to tackle three online learning tasks: binary
classification, multi-class classification, and regression [102,103].

A fourth challenge is to address the variety aspect of big data in ML.
Most traditional ML algorithms can only take certain type of input,
such as numerical, text or images. In many cases, data that could be
used for a single ML goal may come in different types and formats. It
will result in an explosion of features to be learned and is sometimes
referred as a “Big Dimensionality” challenge [104]. For instance, one
ML algorithm might need learn from: (1) a mixture of large volume of
data and high speed stream data, or (2) large volume of data with
image, text, acoustic, and motion features.

A fifth challenge is increased problem complexity (e.g., in multi-
class classification and new classes). In document and image cluster-
ing/classification, in addition to a large number of data points and their
high dimensionality, the number of clusters/classes is also large.
Therefore, there is a need to gradually expand the capacity of ML
models to predict an increasingly large number of new classes [105].

ML on big data presents numerous other challenges. For instance,
optimization in conventional ML focuses on average performance, but
hard to prevent poor outcomes. Most traditional ML algorithms are not
designed for data that are not loaded into memory completely.

Additionally, it is complex to set objective functions due to the large
number of component terms and various trade-offs among perfor-
mance measures. Noise is a bigger issue for big data because patterns
typically reside in a small subset of data (e.g., spam and online attacks).

5. Evaluation opportunities and challenges

Traditional ML has an established set of metrics for performance
evaluation, such as accuracy, error rate, precision, recall, squared error,
likelihood, posterior probability, information gain, K-L divergence,
cost, utility, margin, optimization error, estimation error, approxima-
tion, and mean and worst outcome. These metrics focus on the
prediction accuracy of ML. In addition, scalability, traditionally used
to evaluate a parallel program, is the emphasis of big data analytics.
Scalability has been operationalized as such metrics as data I/O
performance, fault tolerance, real-time processing, memory usage,
data size supported, iterative task support, and throughput [106].

Evaluating big data ML is not a simple combination of the two types
of metrics. It needs to address both trade-offs within each type of the
metrics and complex trade-offs between them. For instance, precision
and recall, accuracy and response time, are classical performance
trade-offs. The support of iterative tasks goes against fault tolerance
in supporting scalability (e.g., MapReduce supports fault tolerance but
not iteration). Additionally, non-iterative algorithms (e.g., Nystrom
approximation) scale better than iterative ones (e.g., Eigen decomposi-
tion) but with slightly worse performance. Although it is faster to train
a linear SVM than a non-linear one, it is more difficult to parallelize the
former than the latter. Further, the conventional tradeoff between
computation and communication is particularly applicable to big data
ML. Algorithms should be carefully designed so that time saved on
computation can compensate the cost associated with communication/
loading. Take parallel SVM as an example; although its computational
cost is high (not linear), its data communication/loading cost is less of
a concern. Many methods (e.g., stochastic gradient descent or coordi-
nate descent) are inherently sequential, and consequently communica-
tion cost becomes a main concern. In addition, traditionally ML
research only considers running time (depends on the number of
operations) but ignores data loading time (depends on the number of
access). For linear algorithms, loading time could be bigger than
running time. The opposite is true for kernel methods.

The complexity of existing ML algorithms is often overwhelming
because many (layman) users do not understand the trade-offs and the
challenges in parameterization and choosing between different learning
techniques. For example, to run an ML algorithm, users often need to
set hyper-parameters. Since the values of hyper-parameters may
significantly impact execution time and results, choosing proper
parameters is critical in ML applications. However, existing ML
systems typically offer little or no help on how to set parameters. In
addition, since these algorithms can be hard to understand for people
who do not have a strong background in ML or distributed systems,
finding the right parameters can be very challenging [107].

There is an increasing attention to the usability of ML models in
terms of interpretability, ease of use, stability, and so on. Among them,
ease of use is the most commonly used usability metrics. Some ease of
use metrics include complexity in setting objective functions, resilience,
average error, and pattern “diversity”. However, interpretability and
stability [99,100] are not the main design considerations for many well-
performed ML algorithms. Understanding and explaining the underlying
process from which observable information is generated are important
challenges for statistical ML. In contrast, rule-based ML models are
intuitive and able to express cause-effect relationships. Nevertheless,
rule-based models face their own set of research challenges such as rule
generation, evaluation, execution, optimization, and maintenance.

Declarative approach to ML is one way to make ML more accessible
to non-experts [108]. To address the lack of support of data indepen-
dence and declarative specification in big data solutions, MLbase was
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developed to harness the power of ML for both non-expert end-users
and ML researchers [107]. The system provides: (1) a simple declara-
tive way to specify ML tasks, (2) a novel optimizer to select and
dynamically adapt the choice of learning algorithms (transforms a
declarative ML task into a sophisticated learning plan), (3) a set of
high-level operators to enable ML researchers to implement a wide
range of ML methods without deep system knowledge, and (4) a new
run-time optimized for the data-access patterns of these high-level
operators [107].

Although it is less theoretically interesting to design an algorithm
that is slightly worse in accuracy but has greater ease of use and system
reliability, the latter can be very valuable in practice [109]. Therefore,
developing usable ML on big data will facilitate the training of data
scientists (e.g., in parameter tuning, workflow optimization, and data
preparation) and a wide adoption of ML in practice.

One conventional way to explain data is through charts, graphs and
other visualization techniques, because humans can readily make
decisions based on patterns and comparisons. Nevertheless, as data
volume goes up, this method is reaching its limits [110].

In order for big data ML to receive wide societal acceptance to exert
impacts, data ethics issues such as data privacy, security, ownership,
liability, and behavioral targeting should also be addressed [111,112].

In summary, since commonly accepted evaluation metrics are the
main driving force behind new ML algorithm development, there is an
urgent need to establish more comprehensive evaluation metrics that
are beyond typical accuracy and scalability based measures. For
example, comprehensive usability-based evaluation metrics will help
guide the development of new ML algorithms that simultaneously
balance multiple usability factors such as interpretability, efficiency,
accuracy, stability, robustness and ease of use.

6. Future research and conclusion

This paper presents an overview of opportunities and challenges of
ML on big data. Big data creates numerous challenges for traditional
ML in terms of scalability, adaptability, and usability, and presents new
opportunities for inspiring transformative and novel ML solutions to
address many associated technical challenges and create real-world

impacts. These opportunities and challenges serve as promising direc-
tions for future research in this area. We further highlight some open
research issues in ML on big data according to the components of the
MLBiD framework, as shown in Table 2.

Most existing work on ML for big data focused on the volume,
velocity and variety aspects, but there has not been much work
addressing the remaining two aspects of big data: veracity and value.
To handle data veracity, one promising direction is to develop algo-
rithms that are capable of accessing the trustworthiness or credibility of
data or data sources so that untrustworthy data can be filtered during
data pre-processing; and another direction is to develop new ML
models that can inference with unreliable or even contradicting data.
To realize the value of big data in decision support, we need to help
users understand ML results and the rationale behind each system's
decision. Thus, explainable ML will be an important future research
area. Moreover, to support human-in-the-loop big data ML, we need to
address fundamental research questions such as how to effectively
acquire large amount of annotated data through crowd sourcing; how
to evaluate an ML algorithm based not only on its prediction accuracy
or scalability, but also on its overall capability to support end users in
performing their tasks (e.g., usability-based measure). Further, addi-
tional open research issues include: (1) how to protect data privacy
while performing ML; (2) how to make ML more declarative so that it
is easier for non-experts to specify and interact with; (3) how to
incorporate general domain knowledge into ML; and (4) how to design
new big data ML architecture that seamlessly provides decision support
based on real-time analysis of large amount of heterogeneous data that
may not be reliable.

In summary, ML is indispensible to meet the challenges posed by
big data and uncover hidden patters, knowledge, and insights from big
data in order to turn its potential into real value for business decision
making and scientific exploration. The marriage of ML and big data
points to prosperous future in a new frontier.
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